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Integrating Community Context Information into a
Reliably Weighted Collaborative Filtering System

Using Soft Ratings
Van-Doan Nguyen, Van-Nam Huynh, Member, IEEE, Songsak Sriboonchitta

Abstract—In this paper, we aim at developing a new collabo-
rative filtering recommender system using soft ratings, which
is capable of dealing with both imperfect information about
user preferences and the sparsity problem. On the one hand,
Dempster-Shafer theory is employed for handling the imperfect
information due to its advantage in providing not only a flexible
framework for modeling uncertain, imprecise, and incomplete
information, but also powerful operations for fusion of infor-
mation from multiple sources. On the other hand, in dealing
with the sparsity problem, community context information that
is extracted from the social network containing all users is used
for predicting unprovided ratings. As predicted ratings are not a
hundred percent accurate, while the provided ratings are actually
evaluated by users, we also develop a new method for calculating
user-user similarities, in which provided ratings are considered
to be more significant than predicted ones. In the experiments,
the developed recommender system is tested on two different
data sets; and the experiment results indicate that this system
is more effective than CoFiDS, a typical collaborative filtering
recommender system offering soft ratings.

Index Terms—Recommender Systems, Uncertain Reasoning,
Dempster-Shafer Theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, recommender systems [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7] have been developed and widely applied into
e-commerce applications [8], [9], [10]. However, most of
previous studies on recommendation techniques have unfor-
tunately neglected the important issue of imperfections which
may be caused due to ambiguities and uncertainties in user
ratings [11]. Such imperfect ratings need to be appropriately
represented and processed so as to improve quality and
reliability of recommender systems [12]. Over the years, a
number of theories have been developed for the purpose of
modeling imperfect information, such as probability theory
[13], Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) [14], [15], possibility
theory [16], and so on. Among these, DST is one of the
most general theories in which various kinds of imperfect
information can be represented [11].

Typically, in conventional recommender systems, the rating
domain is often defined as a totally ordered finite set of
rating scores used by users as an instrument to express their
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preferences on items. It is also common for users to use only
one rating score (called hard rating) for each item. However,
due to the subjective and qualitative nature of user preferences,
in practice there may be users who are hesitant to use “hard
rating” when evaluating items. For example, in a recommender
system offering a rating domain Θ = {θ1, θ2, ...., θL}, accord-
ing to some aspects, a user intends to rate an item as θi, while
regrading other aspects, this user also wants to rate the item
by θi+1. Moreover, in some scenarios, the use of hard ratings
may be not appropriate; for instance, assume that a user has
rated two items I1 and I3 as θi and θi+1 respectively, then it
would be difficult for the user to precisely score some item
I2 that he/she considers better than item I1 but worse than
item I3. In such situations, a combination of rating scores
such as {θi, θi+1} (called soft ratings, being defined as subsets
or interval score in the rating domain) could be used more
comfortably and confidently. With this observation, soft ratings
have been recently introduced to capture the subjective and
qualitative nature of user preferences in recommender systems.

According to the previous studies, recommender systems
using soft ratings are developed based on DST. Thus, using
soft ratings can be considered to be a new perspective to model
not only subjective and qualitative but also imperfect infor-
mation about user preferences. DST also supports modeling
missing data by the vacuous mass structure and generating
both hard and soft decisions as the recommendations presented
by singletons and composites, respectively. Specially, with
Dempster’s rule of combination [14], information about user
preferences from different sources can be combined easily.

Furthermore, in the research area of recommender systems,
collaborative filtering is the most popular technique [17], and
the sparsity problem is considered to be a major drawback
affecting the quality of recommendations in collaborative
filtering recommender systems [18]. Moreover, as we can
observe, recently social networks are growing very fast and
playing a significant role on the Internet. Naturally, in social
networks, users form into communities whose members inter-
act frequently with one another [19]; and when consulting for
advice before buying a new item, people tend to believe in
recommendations from the members in the same community
rather than recommendations from anonymous users. Indeed,
social networks contain a huge amount of information that
could be valuable for dealing with the sparsity problem as
well as improving the quality of recommendations.

In this paper, we develop a novel collaborative filtering rec-
ommender system which is capable of dealing with imperfect
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information as well as the sparsity problem. In this system,
user preferences are modeled by using DST, and commu-
nity context information extracted from the social network
containing all users, is employed for predicting unprovided
ratings. In short, this paper contains two main contributions:
(1) a new approach to overcome the sparsity problem by using
community context information, and (2) a new method for
computing user-user similarities, in which provided ratings
are weighted more important than predicted ratings. Moreover,
the experiment results indicate that using community context
information and assigning weights to ratings help to improve
the quality of recommendations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents DST, some well-known techniques for detecting
communities in a social network, and related work. Then, Sec-
tion III describes details of the proposed system and Section IV
provides the system implementation and discussion. Finally,
Section V wraps up the paper with some concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Basics of Dempster-Shafer Theory

DST [14], [15] is one of the popular theories for model-
ing uncertain, imprecise, and incomplete information. Let us
consider a problem domain which is represented by a finite
set Θ = {θ1, θ2, ..., θL} of exhaustive and mutually exclusive
hypotheses [15]. A function m : 2Θ → [0, 1] is called a mass
function or basic probability assignment (BPA) if it satisfies
m(∅) = 0 and

∑
A⊆Θ

m(A) = 1. Mass function m is vacuous

if m(Θ) = 1 and ∀A 6= Θ,m(A) = 0. A subset A ⊆ Θ with
m(A) > 0 is called a focal element of mass function m.

According to Smets’ two-level view in the so-called trans-
ferable belief model [20], [21], when a decision needs to
be made, the mass function m should be transformed into
a probability distribution called pignistic probability function
Bp : Θ→ [0, 1] defined by

Bp(θi) =
∑

{A⊆Θ|θi∈A}

m(A)

| A |

In the context of DST, two useful operations which play a
significant role are known as Dempster’s rule of combination
and discounting [15]. Let us consider two mass functions m1

and m2 defined on the same problem domain Θ. Dempster’s
rule of combination, denoted by m = m1 ⊕m2, can be used
for combining these two mass functions as follows

m(∅) = 0;

m(A) =
1

1−K
∑

{B,C⊆Θ|B∩C=A}

m1(B)m2(C);

where K =
∑

{B,C⊆Θ|B∩C=∅}

m1(B)m2(C) 6= 0.

Here, K represents the basic probability mass associated with
conflict. As remarked in the literature, Dempster’s rule of
combination serves as a powerful tool for fusing information
from different sources [22].

The discounting operation is used when the information
source providing mass function m has probability δ of re-
liability. In this case, one may adopt 1 − δ ∈ [0, 1] as one’s
discount rate, resulting in a new mass function mδ defined by

mδ(A) =

{
δm(A), for A ⊂ Θ;

δm(Θ) + (1− δ), for A = Θ.

B. Community Detection

Basically, a social network can be considered to be a social
structure made of nodes regarding individuals or organizations,
and edges that connect nodes in various relations such as
friendship or kinship [19]. Additionally, this network is usually
represented by a graph or an adjacency matrix.

According to the previous studies, numerous techniques
have been introduced for identifying communities in social
networks, such as mimicking human pair-wise communication
[23], [24], removal of high-betweenness [25], [26], [27], de-
tection of dense sub-graphs [28], and modularity optimization
[29], [30]. Typically, in a social network, an individual can
belong to a variety of communities, therefore, the communities
are usually overlapping. In most previous studies, algorithms
to detect overlapping communities can be classified into five
main categories as clique percolation, local expansion and
optimization, line graph and link partitioning, fuzzy detection,
and agent-based and dynamical algorithms [31].

In this paper, we adopt Speaker-Listener Label Propagation
(SLPA) algorithm [23] for naturally uncovering communities
in the social network. The reason is that this algorithm can
(1) effectively detect overlapping communities in a large-scale
network with the time complexity that is proportional to the
number of edges in linear form and (2) avoid producing very
small size communities.

C. Related Work

Regarding the literature, recommendation techniques are
classified into three main categories: collaborative filtering,
content-based, and hybrid [3]. Among these, collaborative
filtering, which aims at recommending to a user a list of items
other users with similar tastes liked in the past, is widely
implemented in e-commerce applications [17], [32]. However,
collaborative filtering technique has its own limitations such as
the new user problem, the new item problem, and the sparsity
problem [3]. The new user issue occurs when a system can
not discover preferences of a user because this user has rated
none or not enough items. When an item is not rated due to
some reasons, for example this item has just been added, the
system can not recommend it; in this case the new item issue
occurs. The sparsity problem takes place when the number
of ratings recorded is very small compared to the number of
missing ratings. Among these three limitations, the sparsity
problem significantly affects the quality of recommendations
in collaborative filtering recommender systems [18].

Over the years, many researchers have focused on tackling
the sparsity problem in collaborative filtering recommender
systems. The challenge of this problem is how to gener-
ate effective recommendations to each specific user when a
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small number of provided ratings are available; and so far,
a variety of methods have been developed for dealing with
this problem. According to the literature, matrix factorization
techniques [33], [34], [35], [36], [37] have become popular
due to the ability to combine good scalability with predictive
accuracy; and importantly, these techniques are known as a
good choice for implementing recommender systems dealing
with the sparsity problem. Some authors suggested to combine
collaborative filtering with content-based techniques [38] or
employ information from other sources, such as demographic
information [39] or implicit preferences derived from users’
behaviors [40], for tackling the problem. Recently, integrating
recommender systems with social networks has emerged as
an active research topic [41], [42], [43], [44], [45]. Up to
now, a variety of collaborative filtering recommender systems
have been developed based on social networks [46], [47], [48],
[49], [50], [51]; and most of these systems employ social
trust [52], [53] for overcoming the sparsity problem. Also,
some authors have applied matrix factorization techniques for
generating recommendations in social networks [54], [55].
However, matrix factorization and the other methods can be
only applied into collaborative filtering recommender systems
which offer hard ratings.

Additionally, handling imperfect information has been made
much progress in the previous studies [56], [57], [58], [59],
[60]. In [11], the authors proposed a new collaborative filtering
recommender system, called CoFiDS, which overcomes the
sparsity problem by employing context information for gener-
ating unprovided ratings and deals with imperfect information
by using DST for modeling ratings. Also, CoFiDS is a recom-
mender system that offers soft ratings. However, in CoFiDS,
the role of predicted ratings is considered to be the same as
that of provided ratings, and this system is not able to predict
all unprovided ratings as it is expected (see the illustration in
Example 1 in Section IV).

The collaborative filtering recommender system proposed in
this paper is capable of offering soft ratings and integrating
with social network containing all users. Besides, this system
overcomes the weaknesses of CoFiDS.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Data Modeling

Let U = {U1, U2, ..., UM} be the set of all users, and
assume that all users join in a social network that is represented
by friend relationships. Also, let I = {I1, I2, ..., IN} be the
set of all items. Note that in real-world applications, the
number of elements in U and I can be very large. Users
can express their preferences on items by using soft ratings
that span over a rating domain containing L preference labels,
Θ = {θ1, θ2, ..., θL}. The ratings of all users are represented
by a rating matrix R = {ri,k} with ri,k : 2Θ → [0, 1] is
the rating of user Ui on item Ik. Each unprovided rating can
be modeled by vacuous and considered as manifest lack of
evidence. However, it can be seen that vacuous representation
is high uncertainty. Thus, community context information is
employed for predicting unprovided ratings in order to reduce
uncertainty introduced by vacuous.

As remarked in [11], context information that might influ-
ence user preferences on items can be considered as concepts
for grouping users or items. For instance, in a movie recom-
mender system, characteristics such as genre, user gender, and
user occupation are to be regarded as concepts. A concept can
contain various groups, e.g. genre consists of several groups
such as animation, mystery, action, and comedy.

Supposing that, the proposed system contains P char-
acteristics which can be considered as concepts; and each
concept Cp with 1 ≤ p ≤ P consists of a maximum of Qp
groups. Consequently, context information, denoted by C, is
represented as below

C = {C1, C2, ..., CP };
where Cp = {Gp,1, Gp,2, ..., Gp,Qp

} for Cp ∈ C.

Each user Ui can be interested in multiple groups in a given
concept Cp ∈ C, and these groups are identified by mapping
functions fp as below

fp : U → 2Cp

Ui 7→ fp(Ui) ⊆ Cp.

Similarly, each item Ik can belong to several groups in concept
Cp, and these groups are determined by mapping function gp
as follows

gp : I → 2Cp

Ik 7→ gp(Ik) ⊆ Cp.

In general, the process of recommendations in the proposed
system is depicted in Fig. 1. As we can observe in this
figure, first, overlapping communities in the social network
are detected, and then assume that we achieve a set containing
V overlapping communities denoted by CCC = {C1, C2, ..., CV }.
Second, tasks such as predicting unprovided ratings, comput-
ing user-user similarities, selecting neighborhoods and estimat-
ing ratings for active users on unseen items are performed in
each community independently. Finally, the estimated ratings
of each active user in the communities to which he/she belongs
are combined, and then suitable recommendations to this user
are generated mainly based on the combined results.

Details of tasks in the process of recommendations will be
described in the rest of this section,

B. Detecting Overlapping Communities

As mentioned earlier, we employ SLPA algorithm [23]
for detecting overlapping communities in the social network.
According to this algorithm, each node holds and handles a
memory of the labels received from other nodes. Briefly, the
SLPA algorithm consists of three stages [23], as shown below

1) First, the memory of every node is initialized with a
unique label.

2) Next, the following communication steps are repeated
until the maximum iteration T is reached:
• One node is chosen to be a listener.
• Each neighbor of the listener chooses a label with

probability proportional to the occurrence frequency
in its memory and sends the label to the listener.
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Social network

Detect overlapping communities

...Community C1 Community CV

Predict unprovided ratings Predict unprovided ratings

Compute user-user similarities

Select neighborhoods for active users

Estimate ratings for active users

Compute user-user similarities

Select neighborhoods for active users

Estimate ratings for active users

Generate recommendations for active users

...

Fig. 1: The process of recommendations (adapted from [61])

• The listener selects the most popular label received
and adds the label to its memory.

3) Finally, overlapping communities are identified based on
the labels in the memories of nodes.

Note that some communities detected by using SLPA algo-
rithm might contain a very large or small number of users.
Therefore, we continue using this algorithm for dividing the
very large communities into smaller communities (if possible)
and we assign each member in the very small communities to
the community that contains most of its neighbors. Formally,
let Mmin and Mmax be the minimum and maximum number of
users in a community which we expect to achieve. Communi-
ties consisting of more than Mmax or less than Mmin users are
considered as very large or small communities, respectively.
The values of Mmin and Mmax can be selected according to
each specific application.

We assume that, after executing SLPA algorithm, we get V
overlapping communities in total. Rating matrix R is then sep-
arated into V sub-rating matrixes, denoted by R1,R2, ...,RV ,
corresponding to these communities. Each sub-rating matrix
Rv consists of the ratings of all members in community Cv .

C. Performing on Communities
Note that the tasks described in this subsection are per-

formed in each community Cv ∈ C independently.
1) Generating Unprovided Ratings: Let RIi,v and RUk,v

denote the set of items which have been rated by user Ui and
the set of users who have rated item Ik, respectively. These
sets can be defined as follows

RIi,v = {Il ∈ I | ri,l,v 6= vacuous};
RUk,v = {Ul ∈ Cv | rl,k,v 6= vacuous}.

For a given concept Cp with p = 1, P , the group preference
of all users on item Ik regarding each group Gp,q ∈ gp(Ik),
with 1 ≤ q ≤ Qp, defined by Gmp,q,k,v : 2Θ → [0, 1], is
obtained by combining provided ratings of users who are also
interested in group Gp,q , as below

Gmp,q,k,v =
⊕

{i|Ik∈RIi,v,Gp,q∈fp(Ui),Gp,q∈gp(Ik)}

ri,k,v. (1)

Suppose that the rating ri,k,v correponsing to the evaluation
of user Ui on item Ik is not provided. Unprovided rating ri,k,v
is generated mainly based on the method suggested in [11],
as follows

• First, since user Ui belongs to community Cv , Ui’s
preference on item Ik is influenced by the preferences
of members in this community. Additionally, it would
appear that users who are interested in the same group of
a given concept can be expected to possess similar pref-
erences regarding this group. Under such an observation,
for each concept Cp, if user Ui is interested in group
Gp,q ∈ Cp then Ui’s preference on item Ik regarding
group Gp,q , denoted by Gmi,p,q,k,v : 2Θ → [0, 1], can be
assigned the group preference of users in community Cv
on item Ik regarding group Gp,q , as follows

Gmi,p,q,k,v =Gmp,q,k,v. (2)

• Second, Ui’s concept preference on item Ik regarding
concept Cp, denoted by Cmi,p,k,v : 2Θ → [0, 1], is
achieved by combining all related group preferences of
user Ui on item Ik, as shown below

Cmi,p,k,v =
⊕

{q|Gp,q∈fp(Ui),Gp,q∈gp(Ik)}

Gmi,p,q,k,v. (3)

• Next, Ui’s context preference on item Ik, denoted by
Cmi,k,v : 2Θ → [0, 1], is computed by combining all
related concept preferences of user Ui on item Ik, as
follows

Cmi,k,v =
⊕
p=1,P

Cmi,p,k,v. (4)

• Finally, if user Ui’s context preference on item Ik is
vacuous, such as the illustration in Example 1 in Section
IV, the unprovided rating ri,k,v is assigned the result
obtained by combining the existing ratings on item Ik
as shown below

ri,k,v =
⊕

{j|Uj∈RUk,v}

rj,k,v. (5)
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TABLE I: Reliability function µ(xi,k, xj,k)

xi,k xj,k µ(xi,k, xj,k)

0 0 1

0 1 1− w1

1 0 1− w1

1 1 1− 2× w1 − w2

Otherwise, unprovided rating ri,k,v is assigned the Ui’s
context preference, as follows

ri,k,v = Cmi,k,v. (6)

Please note that, at this point, except for new items, all
unprovided ratings in sub-rating matrix Rv are predicted.

2) Computing User-User Similarities: In sub-rating matrix
Rv = {ri,k,v}, each entry ri,k,v represents the preference of
user Ui on a single item Ik, ri,k,v = ri,k. The preference of
this user toward all items as one can be captured from the
cross-product Θv = Θ1×Θ2× ...×ΘN , where Θi = Θ with
i = 1, N [11], [62].

Let Fi,k,v denote the focal set of ri,k,v . The cylindrical
extension of each focal element A ∈ Fi,k,v to the cross-
product Θv is cylΘv (A) = [Θ1...Θi−1AΘi+1...ΘN ]; and the
mapping Mi,k,v : 2Θv → [0, 1] with Mi,k,v(B) = ri,k,v(A)
for B = cylΘv

(A), and 0 otherwise, is a valid mass function
defined on Θv [62]. In [11], the authors have pointed out
that the preference of user Ui toward all items as a whole
is represented by mass function Mi,v : 2Θv → [0, 1] with

Mi,v =
N⊕
k=1

Mi,k,v . Additionally, the pignistic probability

distribution according to mass function Mi,v , denoted by
Bpi,v , is computed as below

Bpi,v (θi1 × ...× θiN ) =
N∏
k=1

Bpi,k,v(θik),

where Bpi,k,v is the pignistic probability distribution corre-
sponding to the preference of user Ui on item Ik [11].

Let us consider two users Ui and Uj . The preferences of
these users toward all items as a whole are Mi,v and Mj,v ,
respectively. As remarked in [11], the distance between Mi,v

and Mj,v is Dv(Mi,v,Mj,v) = CD(Bpi,v, Bpj,v), where
Bpi,v and Bpj,v are the pignistic probability distributions
according to Mi,v and Mj,v , respectively, and CD() is the
Chan-Darwiche (CD) distance measure [63] defined by

CD(Bpi,v, Bpj,v)=ln max
θi∈Θv

Bpj,v(θi)

Bpi,v(θi)
−ln min

θi∈Θv

Bpj,v(θi)

Bpi,v(θi)
.

Also, according to the result that is proven in [11], the distance
between Mi,v and Mj,v is

Dv(Mi,v,Mj,v) =

N∑
k=1

CD(Bpi,k,v, Bpj,k,v), (7)

where Bpi,k,v and Bpj,k,v are pignistic probability distribu-
tions corresponding to preferences of two users Ui and Uj on
item Ik, respectively.

As we can see in equation (7), the role of each expression
CD(Bpi,k,v, Bpj,k,v) is considered to be the same for all

Fig. 2: Domains of two reliability coefficients

items regardless of whether ratings on them are predicted
or provided. Let us consider the ratings ri,k,v and rj,k,v
corresponding to the evaluations of users Ui and Uj on item
Ik, respectively. Since Bpi,k,v and Bpj,k,v are derived from
ratings ri,k,v and rj,k,v, the expression CD(Bpi,k,v, Bpj,k,v)
is only fully reliable when both ri,k,v and j,k,v are provided
ratings. Otherwise, when at least one of the two ratings is
predicted, the expression is not fully reliable.

For improving the accuracy of measuring the distance
between two users, provided ratings should be considered
more important than predicted ones. To achieve this goal, we
propose a new method for measuring the distance between
Mi,v and Mj,v , as follows

D̂v(Mi,v,Mj,v) =

N∑
k=1

µ(xi,k, xj,k)CD(Bpi,k,v, Bpj,k,v), (8)

where µ(xi,k, xj,k) ∈ [0, 1] is a reliability function that
represents the trust of the evaluations of both users Ui and Uj
on item Ik. ∀(i, k), xi,k ∈ {0, 1}, when ri,k,v is a predicted
rating, xi,k = 0; otherwise, xi,k = 1.

Note that, the distinguishing of predicted and provided
ratings will not destroy the elegance of the Chan-Darwiche
distance measure because reliability function µ(xi,k, xj,k) ∈
[0, 1]. µ(xi,k, xi,k) = 1 when both ratings ri,k,v and rj,k,v are
predicted; µ(xi,k, xi,k) < 1 when at least one of the ratings is
provided, and it means that user Ui has a higher opportunity
to be selected as a member in the neighborhood set of user
Uj and vice versa.

In practice, the reliability function µ(xi,k, xj,k) should be
defined according to each specific application. Generally, we
suggest a reliability function, as below

µ(xi,k, xj,k) = 1− w1(xi,k + xj,k)− w2xi,kxj,k, (9)

where w1 ≥ 0 and w2 ≥ 0 are two reliability coefficients
which represent the state when one of two ratings ri,k,v and
rj,k,v is provided and both of the two ratings are provided
ratings, respectively.

Since xi,k, xj,k ∈ {0, 1}, the function µ(xi,k, xj,k) has
four different cases, as illustrated in Table I. Under the
condition 0 ≤ µ(xi,k, xj,k) ≤ 1, the domains of two reliability
coefficients w1 and w2 are illustrated in the parallel diagonal
line shading area in Fig. 2.

Let us consider a monotonically decreasing function ψ:
[0,∞] → [0, 1] satisfying ψ(∞) = 0 and ψ(0) = 1. With
respect to this function, the user-user similarity between two
users Ui and Uj is computed, as follows

si,j,v = ψ(D̂v(Mi,k,Mj,k)).
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To compute user-user similarities in the proposed system, we
select the monotonically decreasing function as below

ψ(x) = e−γ×x with γ ∈ (0,∞). (10)

Additionally, the user-user similarities among all users in com-
munity Cv are represented in a similarity matrix Sv = {si,j,v}
with Ui, Uj ∈ Cv .

Similar to the CoFiDS system developed in [11], the
highest computational effort of the proposed system lies in
determining the similarity between two users. According to
Equation (9), the complexity of the reliability function is O(1).
Consequently, the complexity for determining the distance
between two users in the proposed system (Equation (8)) is
the same as that in the predecessor (Equation (7)). As shown
in [11], the complexity for determining the distance between
two users is O(LN) where L is the number of preference
labels and N is the number of items. So, in the general case,
the complexity for determining the distance between two users
in the proposed system is O(LN).

3) Selecting Neighborhoods: We adopt the method intro-
duced in [64] for determining neighborhoods for active users
in the proposed system. This method is effective because of
the inclusion of two popular strategies known as K-nearest
neighbor and minimum similarity shareholding. Let Ni,k,v
denote the neighborhood set of user Ui regarding item Ik.
To obtain the set Ni,k,v , other users who have rated item Ik
and whose user-user similarities with user Ui are greater than
or equal to a threshold τ are extracted; after that, top K users
with the highest user-user similarities are selected from the
extracted list.

4) Estimating Ratings: After obtaining neighborhood set
Ni,k,v , the rating rj,k,v of each neighbor Uj ∈ Ni,k,v is
discounted by the user-user similarity si,j,v ∈ Sv between
user Ui and Uj as follows

r
si,j,v
j,k,v (A) =

{
si,j,vrj,k,v(A), for A ⊂ Θ;

si,j,vrj,k,v(Θ) + (1− si,j,v), for A = Θ.

The estimated rating of user Ui on unrated item Ik is computed
as below

r̂i,k,v = ri,k,v ⊕ r̄i,k,v,

where r̄i,k,v =
⊕

{j|Uj∈Ni,k,v}

r
si,j,v
j,k,v .

(11)

D. Generating Recommendations

Suitable recommendations for each active user Ui are gen-
erated according to the number of communities to which
this user belongs. In case user Ui is a member of only one
community Cv , the last estimated rating of this user on item
Ik, denoted by r̂i,k, is achieved as follows

r̂i,k = r̂i,k,v, (12)

where Ui ∈ Cv and m̂v,i,k is user Ui’s estimated rating of
user Ui on item Ik in community Cv . If user Ui simultaneously
belongs to several communities, the last estimated rating of the
user on item Ik is obtained by combining the estimated ratings

Algorithm 1 Predicting unprovided ratings and computing
user-user similarities
Input: Rating matrix R, social network G and context infor-

mation
Output: User-user similarities for each community in G

1: identify overlapping communities in G via the SLPA
algorithm {assume that G consists of V communities}

2: separate rating matrix R into V sub rating matrix
R1,R2, ...,RV according to V communities

3: for all Cv ∈ CCC do
4: for all Ik ∈ I do
5: compute group preferences of users, who have rated

item Ik, on item Ik via equation (1)
6: end for
7: for all Ui ∈ Cv do
8: for all Ik /∈ RIi,v do
9: compute concept preferences of user Ui on item

Ik via equations (2) and (3)
10: compute context preference of user Ui on item Ik

via equation (4)
11: if context preference of user Ui on item Ik is

vacuous then
12: assign the value to unprovided rating ri,k,v via

equation (6)
13: else
14: assign the value to unprovided rating ri,k,v via

equation (5)
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: generate user-user similarity matrix Sv via equations

(8), (9) and (10)
19: end for

on item Ik in the communities to which this user belongs, as
below

r̂i,k =
⊕

{v|Ui∈Cv,Cv∈C}

r̂i,k,v. (13)

For a hard decision on a singleton θi ∈ Θ, the pignistic
probability function is applied, and then the singleton that
has the highest probability is selected to be the preference
label. In case a preference label (a singleton or a composite)
is needed, the maximum belief with non-overlapping interval
strategy [65] is applied; if such as preference label can not
be found, the decision is made according to the favor of
composite preference label which has the maximum belief and
those singletons have a higher plausibility [11].

For the sake of convenience, the proposed system is sum-
marized in two algorithms as shown in Algorithms 1 and 2.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION

For evaluating recommender systems supporting hard rat-
ings, one can use a number of well-known assessment meth-
ods, for example, MAE (Mean Absolute Error), Precision,
Recall, and Fβ [66]. Most recently, researchers have devel-
oped some new assessment methods which are capable of
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Algorithm 2 Generating recommendations

Input: A request to generate recommendations to user Ui
Output: A short list items L

1: for each item Ik which has been not rated by user Ui do
2: for each {Cv ∈ C | Ui ∈ Cv} do
3: select Ni,k,v for user Ui regarding item Ik in com-

munity Cv
4: estimate rating for user Ui on item Ik in community

Cv via equation (11)
5: end for
6: if Ui belongs to only one community Cv then
7: estimate last rating for user Ui on item Ik via

equation (12)
8: else
9: estimate last rating for user Ui on item Ik via

equation (13)
10: end if
11: end for
12: rank items which are not rated by user Ui
13: generate L

measuring performances of recommender systems that use
soft ratings, such as DS-Precision, DS-Recall [62] and
DS-MAE, DS-Fβ [11]. Let us denote that the last estimated
rating (which is used for generating recommendation) of user
Ui on item Ik is r̂i,k; and the pignistic probability distribution
is applied in the mass function r̂i,k is represented as B̂pi,k.
The new assessment methods can be described as below

DS-Precision(θj) =
TP (θj)

TP (θj) + FP (θj)
;

DS-Recall(θj) =
TP (θj)

TP (θj) + FN(θj)
;

DS-MAE(θj) =
1

| Dj |
∑

(i,k)∈Dj ;θl∈Θ

B̂pi,k(θl) |θj−θl |;

DS-Fβ(θj)=
(β2+1)DS-Precision(θj)DS-Recall(θj)
β2DS-Precision(θj)+DS-Recall(θj)

,

with Dj is the testing set identifying the user-item pairs whose
true rating is θj ∈ Θ, β ≥ 1, and

TP (θj) =
∑

(i,k)∈Dj

B̂pi,k(θj);

FP (θj) =
∑

(i,k)∈Dl;j 6=l

B̂pi,k(θj);

FN(θj) =
∑

(i,k)∈Dj

B̂pi,k(θl).

To evaluate the proposed system, we adopted all assessment
methods mentioned above. Also, we selected CoFiDS as a
baseline for performance comparison.

Since the proposed system requires a domain with soft
ratings, we obtained the method suggested in [11] for gener-
ating data sets for the experiments. According to this method,
data sets containing hard rating are selected first, and then
Dempster-Shafer modeling functions are applied to transform
hard ratings into corresponding soft ratings.

Regarding the literature, MovieLens data set is widely
used for evaluating recommender systems. Additionally, social
network information is not available in this data set. Thus, it
is suitable for only evaluating the influence of the new method
for computing user-user similarities on the performance of rec-
ommendations in the proposed system. Moreover, as observed,
Flixster data set consists of rating data, friend relations (social
network) as well as context information; thus, this data set can
be used for fully evaluating the proposed system.

In the experiments, we selected both MovieLens and
Flixster data sets. Note that, in these data sets, information
about genres in which a user interested is not available;
therefore, we assume that the genres in which user Ui ∈ U
is interested are assigned by genres of items which have been
rated by the user.

The prototype application that implements the proposed
system was mainly built by using SQL Server 2012 Standard
Edition and Visual Basic 6.0. In addition, the experiments were
conducted in the environment as follows

• Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-43000U CPU @1.90
GHz 2.50 GHz

• System type: 64-bit operating system, x64-based proces-
sor

• Installed memory (RAM): 4.00 GB
• Operation system: Windows 8.1 Enterprise

In the rest of this section, details of the experiments on the
selected data sets will be presented.

A. Experiment on MovieLens Data Set

MovieLens data set1, MovieLens 100k, contains 100,000
hard ratings from 943 users on 1682 movies with a rating
domain containing 5 elements, Θ = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. In this
data set, each user has rated at least 20 movies, a hard rating
θl ∈ Θ corresponding to the evaluation of user Ui on Item Ik
is transformed into a soft rating ri,k by the Dempster-Shafer
modeling function suggested in [11], as shown below

ri,k(A) =


αi,k(1− σi,k), for A = {θl};
αi,kσi,k, for A = B;

1− αi,k, for A = Θ;

0, otherwise,

with B =


{θ1, θ2}, if l = 1;

{θL−1, θL}, if l = L;

{θl−1, θl, θl+1}, otherwise.

Here, αi,k ∈ [0, 1] and σi,k ∈ [0, 1] are a trust factor and a
dispersion factor, respectively [11].

1http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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TABLE II: Overall MAE versus w1 and w2 (MovieLens)
w1

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

w2

0.0 0.8387 0.8381 0.8377 0.8377 0.8362 0.8360
0.1 0.8385 0.8381 0.8379 0.8379 0.8362
0.2 0.8387 0.8381 0.8379 0.8379 0.8362
0.3 0.8362 0.8362 0.8362 0.8362
0.4 0.8385 0.8383 0.8377 0.8377
0.5 0.8385 0.8383 0.8375
0.6 0.8383 0.8383 0.8373
0.7 0.8381 0.8381
0.8 0.8379 0.8377
0.9 0.8377
1.0 0.8377

TABLE III: Overall DS-MAE versus w1 and w2 (MovieLens)
w1

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

w2

0.0 0.8359 0.8352 0.8346 0.8346 0.8338 0.8335
0.1 0.8357 0.8351 0.8347 0.8347 0.8339
0.2 0.8358 0.8351 0.8346 0.8346 0.8339
0.3 0.8339 0.8339 0.8339 0.8339
0.4 0.8356 0.8351 0.8346 0.8346
0.5 0.8355 0.8351 0.8345
0.6 0.8354 0.8351 0.8345
0.7 0.8354 0.8350
0.8 0.8353 0.8349
0.9 0.8351
1.0 0.8351

Fig. 3: Visualizing overall MAE (MovieLens) Fig. 4: Visualizing overall DS-MAE (MovieLens)

The context information in MovieLens data set, which is
considered for grouping user, is represented as follows

C = {C1} = {Genre};
C1 = {G1,1, G1,2, ..., G1,19}

= {Unknown,Adventure,Action,Animation,
Children′s, Comedy,Drama,Documentary, Crime,

Musical, F ilm-Noir, Fantasy,Horror,Western,

Sci-Fi,Romance, Thriller,War,Mystery}.

The unprovided ratings were generated by using equations
(1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6). Note that when generating
unprovided ratings by using the method introduced in [11]
(applying equations (1), (2), (3), (4) and (6)), some unprovided
ratings are still vacuous, as illustrated in Example 1.

Example 1. In MovieLens data set, let us consider
user Uc with f1(Uc) = {G1,4, G1,5, G1,6, G1,18} =
{Animation,Comedy,Children′s,War} and item It with
g1(It) = {G1,17} = {Thriller}. Supposing that user Uc has
not rated item It; and we need to generate unprovided rating
rc,t. According the method in introduced in [11], the predicting
process is as below

• Regarding equation (1), we have

Gm1,17,t =
⊕

{j|It∈RUj ,G1,17∈f1(Uj)}

rj,t;

Gm1,q,t = vacuous,∀G1,q ∈ C1 and q 6= 17.

• Using equations (2) and (3), we obtain

Cmc,1,t=
⊕

{q|G1,q∈f1(Uc)∩g1(It)}

Gm1,q,t=vacuous.

• According to equation (4), we get

Cmc,t = Cmc,1,t = vacuous.

• Applying equation (6), we have

rc,t = Cmc,t = vacuous.

For being consistent with the baseline, we employed the
method introduced in [64] to generate the tesing as well as
training data. First, we randomly selected 10% of users in
MovieLens data set; and then, for each selected user, we
randomly withheld 5 ratings. Next, we used the withheld
and remaining ratings as testing as well as training data,
respectively. We repeated this process for 10 times in order
to generate 10 different splits. The average results obtained
from 10 independent experiments on 10 splits were repre-
sented in this section. Also, in the experiments, we selected
values for some parameters as follows: β = 1, γ = 10−5,
∀(i, k){αi,k, σi,k} = {0.9, 2/9}.

To evaluate the impacts of two reliability coefficients of the
new method for computing user-user similarities, we chose
K = 18 and τ = 0, and then measured the performance of
recommendations. The performance according to evaluation
criteria MAE and DS-MAE are presented in Tables II and
III, respectively. As we can see, reliability coefficent w1 almost
linearly influences the performance, and reliability coefficient
w2 has a slight effect. As observed, in MovieLens data set, for
any two users, the number of movies rated by both of them is
very small or equal to zero; that is why the impact of reliability
coefficient w2 is very weak. The information in Tables II and
III is visualized in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. Note that,
the finding is almost the same with other evaluation criteria.
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Fig. 5: Overall MAE versus K (MovieLens) Fig. 6: Overall DS-MAE versus K (MovieLens)

TABLE IV: The comparison in hard decisions (MovieLens)

Metric True Rating Overall1 2 3 4 5
Proposed system:
Precision 0.1770 0.2242 0.3206 0.3919 0.4484 0.3641
Recall 0.0152 0.0924 0.3158 0.6642 0.1851 0.3718
MAE 2.4075 1.5087 0.7382 0.3690 1.0157 0.8343
F1 0.0649 0.1434 0.3175 0.4923 0.2592 0.3468
CoFiDS:
Precision 0.1770 0.2253 0.3177 0.3903 0.4375 0.3600
Recall 0.0152 0.0924 0.3140 0.6583 0.1851 0.3693
MAE 2.4117 1.5046 0.7426 0.3748 1.0149 0.8371
F1 0.0649 0.1436 0.3151 0.4894 0.2573 0.3455

TABLE V: The comparison in soft decisions (MovieLens)
DS True Rating Overall-Metric 1 2 3 4 5
Proposed system:
Precision 0.1749 0.2300 0.3175 0.3908 0.4462 0.3609
Recall 0.0156 0.0949 0.3164 0.6605 0.1815 0.3702
MAE 2.4066 1.4918 0.7344 0.3713 1.0175 0.8327
F1 0.0267 0.1329 0.3161 0.4903 0.2553 0.3315
CoFiDS:
Precision 0.1709 0.2294 0.3172 0.3903 0.4405 0.3589
Recall 0.0158 0.0942 0.3164 0.6572 0.1831 0.3694
MAE 2.4088 1.4944 0.7363 0.3749 1.0161 0.8345
F1 0.0271 0.1322 0.3160 0.4890 0.2560 0.3311

To compare with CoFiDS, selected w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0, τ =
0, and K ranging from 6 to 60 with step size 3. The results
of comparison according to evaluation criteria MAE and
DS-MAE are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. As
observed Fig. 5, the performances of the proposed system as
well as CoFiDS are fluctuated with K < 42, and appear to
be stable when K ≥ 42; the reason is that, in the training
data, with K ≥ 42, the number of members in neighborhood
sets becomes stable. Especially, both figures show that, with
K ≥ 15, the proposed system is better than the baseline; it
means that weighting predicted ratings weaker than provided
ones helps to improve the quality of recommendations.

Tables IV and V depict the results of comparison between
the proposed system and the baseline in hard and soft decisions
with w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0, τ2 = 0, and K = 33. In these
tables, each rating value is presented in a column, and the
bold and underlined values indicate the better and the equal
performances according to each category, respectively. As
detailed in two tables, the proposed system is more effective
than the baseline in all selected measurement criteria. Because
MovieLens data set consists of a small number of provided
ratings, the absolute values of the performance of the proposed
system are just slightly higher than those of CoFiDS. In fact,
if more provided ratings are available in the data set, the
proposed system the proposed system could be much better
than the baseline.

B. Experiment on Flixster Data Set

Flixster data set2 consists of friend relationships and hard
ratings with rating values ranging from 0.5 to 5 with step size
0.5. Notably, we have enriched this data set by crawling the
genres of movies. After crawling and cleaning, we achieved a
new Flixster data set that contains 49,410 friend relationships,
535,013 hard ratings from 3,827 users on 1210 movies.

In addition, in the new data set, each user has rated at
least 15 movies, and the genres that is considered as context
information are represented as follows

C = {Genre};
Genre = {Drama,Comedy,Action & Adventure,

Television,Mystery & Suspense,Horror,

Science F iction & Fantasy,Kids & Family,

Art House & International, Romance, Classics,

Musical & Performing Arts,Anime & Manga,

Animation,Western,Documentary, Special Interest,

Sports & Fitness, Cult Movies}.

To transform a hard rating θl ∈ Θ according the evaluation
of user Ui on item Ik into a soft rating ri,k, we applied the

2https://www.cs.ubc.ca/ jamalim/datasets/
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TABLE VI: Overall MAE versus w1 and w2 (Flixster)
w1

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

w2

0.0 0.8337 0.8337 0.8338 0.8333 0.8338 0.8338
0.1 0.8337 0.8335 0.8338 0.8334 0.8336
0.2 0.8339 0.8335 0.8337 0.8336 0.8337
0.3 0.8339 0.8337 0.8338 0.8334
0.4 0.8339 0.8339 0.8337 0.8338
0.5 0.8339 0.8339 0.8336
0.6 0.8339 0.8338 0.8337
0.7 0.8337 0.8337
0.8 0.8337 0.8337
0.9 0.8337
1.0 0.8337

TABLE VII: Overall DS-MAE versus w1 and w2 (Flixster)
w1

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

w2

0.0 0.8340 0.8337 0.8338 0.8338 0.8340 0.8337
0.1 0.8340 0.8338 0.8337 0.8339 0.8339
0.2 0.8341 0.8337 0.8337 0.8340 0.8339
0.3 0.8339 0.8338 0.8337 0.8339
0.4 0.8339 0.8338 0.8338 0.8340
0.5 0.8340 0.8339 0.8338
0.6 0.8341 0.8339 0.8339
0.7 0.8339 0.8339
0.8 0.8339 0.8339
0.9 0.8339
1.0 0.8339

Fig. 7: Visualizing overall MAE (Flixster) Fig. 8: Visualizing overall DS-MAE (Flixster)

Dempster-Shafer modeling function which is defined below

ri,k(A) =



αi,k(1− σi,k), for A = {θl};
3
5αi,kσi,k, for A = B;
2
5αi,kσi,k, for A = C;

1− αi,k, for A = Θ;

0, otherwise,

where B =


{θ1, θ2}, if l = 1;

{θL−1, θL}, if l = L;

{θl−1, θl, θl+1}, otherwise,

and C =



{θ1, θ2, θ3}, if l = 1;

{θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4}, if l = 2;

{θL−3, θL−2, θL−1, θL}, if l = L− 1;

{θL−2, θL−1, θL}, if l = L;

{θl−2, θl−1, θl, θl+1, θl+2}, otherwise,

with αi,k ∈ [0, 1] and σi,k ∈ [0, 1] are is a trust factor and a
dispersion factor, respectively [11].

In Flixster data set, all users belong to a social network
whose nodes are connected by undirected friendships. To
detect communities in this network, we selected Mmin = 100,
Mmax = 500, and T = 100 for SLPA algorithm. After exe-
cuting this algorithm, we obtained 7 overlapping communities
(The number of members in each communities is as following:
226, 377, 2749, 712, 1011, 460, and 105).

For each user in Flixster data set, we randomly withheld
5 ratings. The withheld ratings were employed as the test-
ing data, and the remaining ratings were considered to be
the training data. Moreover, in the experiments, we chose

values for some other parameters as follows: β = 1, γ =
10−5, and ∀(i, k){αi,k, σi,k} = {0.9, 2/9}.

To measure the impact of coefficients w1 and w2, we
selected K = 25 and τ = 0.75 for the experiments. Tables VI
and VII represent results of overall MAE and DS-MAE
criteria, respectively. It can be seen in these tables, when
w1 ≤ 0.2 and w2 ≥ 0.5, the performance of the proposed
system is mostly linearly dependent on the coefficients; in the
other cases, only some values of the coefficients effect the
proposed system. The information presented in Table VI and
Table VII is visualized in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.

To compare with CoFiDS, we selected w1 = 0.2, w2 =
0.5, τ = 0, and K ranging from 5 to 150 with step size 5
for the experiments. The results of comparison are shown in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. According to these figures, the proposed
system is more effective than the baseline in both hard and
soft decisions in all cases, especially when K ≤ 45. These
results indicate that using community context information
for predicting unprovided ratings and assigning weights to
rating data when computing user-user similarity is capable of
improving the performance of recommendations.

Tables VIII and IX show the results of comparison between
the proposed system and the baseline in both hard as well as
soft decisions with K = 40 and τ = 0. In these tables, each
rating value is presented in a column; bold values illustrate the
better performances, underlined values indicate equal perfor-
mances, and italic values mention that they are incomparable
for comparison. In addition, the columns regarding rating
values ranging from 1.0 to 2.5 contain some values as 0 or
N/A (Not applicable) because, in Flixster data set, the number
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Fig. 9: Overall MAE versus K (Flixster) Fig. 10: Overall DS-MAE versus K (Flixster)

TABLE VIII: The comparison in hard decisions (Flixster)

Metric
True rating value

Overall
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Proposed system:
MAE 3.3170 2.8783 2.3949 1.8790 1.3992 0.8983 0.4795 0.1515 0.5722 0.9740 0.8346
Precision 0.8750 0 0 0 0.2000 0.2100 0.1789 0.2019 0.1616 0.3811 0.2357
Recall 0.0221 0 0 0 0.0010 0.0674 0.1477 0.7809 0.0138 0.0911 0.2099
F1 0.0431 N/A N/A N/A 0.0020 0.1021 0.1618 0.3208 0.0254 0.1470 N/A
CoFiDS:
MAE 3.3281 2.9006 2.4205 1.898 1.4052 0.9017 0.4796 0.1226 0.5701 0.998 0.8372
Precision 0.8750 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.1998 0.1778 0.2005 0.1000 0.3960 N/A
Recall 0.0221 0 0 0 0 0.0607 0.122 0.8247 0.0013 0.07 0.2069
F1 0.0431 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.0931 0.1447 0.3226 0.0026 0.1189 N/A

TABLE IX: The comparison in soft decisions (Flixster)

DS-Metric
True rating value

Overall
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Proposed system:
MAE 3.3172 2.8811 2.3965 1.879 1.3969 0.8994 0.4794 0.1519 0.5710 0.9725 0.8342
Precision 0.8637 0 0 0.1406 0.1152 0.2088 0.1787 0.2018 0.1682 0.3813 0.2368
Recall 0.0221 0 0 0.0007 0.0005 0.0667 0.1478 0.7796 0.0148 0.0920 0.2100
F1 0.0431 0 0 0.0015 0.0011 0.1011 0.1618 0.3206 0.0273 0.1482 0.1426
CoFiDS:
MAE 3.3283 2.9014 2.4208 1.8971 1.4060 0.9009 0.4802 0.1226 0.5706 0.9976 0.8372
Precision 0.8750 0 0 0.0001 0.0002 0.2031 0.1770 0.2006 0.0966 0.3965 0.2198
Recall 0.0221 0 0 0 0 0.0617 0.1217 0.8245 0.0014 0.0702 0.207
F1 0.0431 0 0 0 0 0.0947 0.1442 0.3227 0.0028 0.1193 0.1292

of users who have rated as 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 or 2.5 is very small
compared to the number of other users who have rated as
higher values.

As detailed in Tables VIII and IX, the proposed system
is more effective than the baseline in most of true rating
values. However, similar to the results obtained from the
experiments on MovieLens data set, the absolute values of the
performance of the proposed system are just slightly higher
than those of the baseline. In fact, the different absolute values
could be much greater if the data set contains more provided
ratings and overlapping communities in the social network are
detected by using another information such as the frequency
of communication, the number of comments, the common

interests, and so on.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, in this paper, we have developed a new col-
laborative filtering recommender system that employs DST for
representing ratings, and uses community context information
for predicting unprovided ratings. Suitable recommendations
to users are generated by using both predicted and provided
ratings with the important aspect being the stipulation that
provided ratings are more significant than predicted ones.
Remarkably, the developed system is capable of dealing with
not only imperfect information about user preferences but also
the sparsity problem. Moreover, the experiment results show
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that performance of the new system has improved in both hard
and soft decisions compared with a similar system, CoFiDS.
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